


It is the name of a Hindu goddess that Hindus may know more about as compared to people from different

cultures. But people will still be able to relate it to Indian/Hindu mythology. For me, it becomes local then.

Especially for works with religious imagery, there is usually some kind of introduction people have to it, more so

due to globalisation.

SS: Do you keep in mind the audience and location when you make work, or is this no longerSS: Do you keep in mind the audience and location when you make work, or is this no longer

important in today’s globalised world?important in today’s globalised world?

MZ:MZ: This depends on what kind of show I’m doing. For example, if someone invited me to do a show on the

Baldia Town incident, I would make work accordingly. If someone asked me to make work on the street, I may

not use paper, but may choose to build a monument instead, and consider factors such as durability and

technique. It varies from show to show. One has to keep many things in mind apart from just the viewer: the

space, location, the curatorial note, the conversations between the artist and the gallery owner – everything

matters.

SS: Can you explain your work-making process?SS: Can you explain your work-making process?

MZ: MZ: Besides imagery and content, my work contains an essential and prominent technical aspect – laser

scoring, which can also be called "drawing with fire". That’s because laser is like fire, used usually for cutting

acrylic/wood. I modified this technology to enable myself to make drawings on paper. The nature of paper is

very sensitive, while a laser’s effect is incredibly hard, so I use it in such a way that it doesn’t burn paper or cut it

through and through, but instead creates marks. First, I prepare drawings digitally, and through the use of

so"ware I operate the machine to make these drawings. Once finalised, I leave certain parts out that I use

gouache to paint in. I also use wasli as I need thick paper with seven to eight layers for the laser to cut through.

SS: And you’re the only one in the world who does this?SS: And you’re the only one in the world who does this?

MZ:MZ: I think so. Because of this, I recently went for a research project to Finland, where we were working on how

to use this laser-cutting machine to allow it to score better on paper. The makers of this machine recognise this

technique as being specific to my work in particular.

SS: Great! Okay, so how has your current body of work evolved from your previous shows? Or is itSS: Great! Okay, so how has your current body of work evolved from your previous shows? Or is it

a continuation of your recent works shown in Karachi?a continuation of your recent works shown in Karachi?

MZ:MZ: The term "evolved" is a very big word. See, I consider myself to be a 24/7 artist. Anyone who knows me well

can see that throughout the day I am, in some way, connected to art: either through making art, curating it,

having conversations with artists, being in an art circle or teaching.  

So, yes, evolved in the sense that I always consider my last body of work before making new work. Just the way

your questions are related to, and influenced by your previous questions and so you can’t say you’re repeating

them, the same way when you’re working, you create work that is a part of, or related to your previous work. I

believe that if a"er twenty years I am able to look back and see a body of my work that I can call "my process", it

will be a big success for me. Making work is an addiction for me. My art is very "possessive" – it takes me over; it

won’t allow me to leave it.

SS: You use imagery from various cultures, such as historical and metaphysical figures fromSS: You use imagery from various cultures, such as historical and metaphysical figures from

Hinduism, Islam, Sufism and mysticism. Can you explain why you have combined them in oneHinduism, Islam, Sufism and mysticism. Can you explain why you have combined them in one

body of work? Do you think these various images are naturally related to one another or has itbody of work? Do you think these various images are naturally related to one another or has it

been your endeavour and wish, as an artist, to see them combined?been your endeavour and wish, as an artist, to see them combined?

MZ:MZ: When I have decided on what work I’m doing and how I’m doing it, I choose images accordingly. In my

previous show, 'Safarnama', all the images such as Jhulelal’s fish and Buraq had the common factor of some

sort of "travel". So there is always one link. 

For my current show in London, I used many interrelated images. There’s Shah Wali on a lion, there is the Lion

of St. Mark reading the Gospel, an image from Badshanama where the Emperor is killing a lion. Then there is

Jhulelal travelling on a fish, the goddess Ma (cow), Emperor Jehangir on a fish on a cow on the world (which is,

no doubt, a metaphor). All myths, histories, religious stories are interrelated and derived from each other, as is

the importance of the symbols. Interestingly, for example, the image of Jhulelal in India is known, in
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